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- Nature.com search users mostly know what they are looking for
- Focus on the precision of search engine:
  - Mark Logic XML database
  - Improved bibliographic search
  - Faster indexing
- Extend functions to improve discovery...
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natures.com search

About natures.com search.
This widget is an easy-to-use tool designed for searching science research articles and news items on natures.com by keyword or by field — from 1869 to the present day.

Features include a simple text input for keyword search with an optional dropdown pane for fielded search, a journal selection pane with selected journals being maintained in user preferences, and a preview facility showing the actual search query.
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Allosteric communication between protomers of dopamine class A GPCR dimers modulates activation
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Abstract

A major obstacle to understanding the functional importance of dimerization between class A G protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs) has been the methodological limitation in achieving control of the identity of the components comprising the signaling unit. We have developed a functional complementation assay that enables such control, and we demonstrate it here for the human dopamine D2 receptor. The minimal signaling unit, two receptors and a single G protein, is maximally activated by agonist binding to a single protomer, which suggests an asymmetrical activated dimer. Inverse agonist binding to the second protomer enhances signaling, whereas agonist binding to the second protomer blunts signaling. Ligand-independent constitutive activation of the second protomer also inhibits signaling. Thus, GPCR dimer function can be modulated by the activity state of the second protomer, which for a heterodimer may be altered in pathological states. Our new methodology also makes possible the characterization of signaling from a defined heterodimer unit.
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Briefly: Articles automatically annotated to identify entities (e.g., compounds) in the text.

- References can now be looked-up from the text of the article.
- Bold compounds numbers ‘pop-up’ the structure.
- Clicking on bold numbers takes you to enhanced compound pages.
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- View structure in 3D
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Mobile Internet Outpaces Desktop Internet Adoption
iPhone + iTouch Users = 8x AOL Users 8 Quarters After Launch

iPhone + iTouch vs. NTT docomo i-mode vs. Netscape vs. AOL Users
First 20 Quarters Since Launch

Subscribers (MM)

Mobile Internet
iPhone + iTouch
Launched 6/07
~57MM

Desktop Internet
Netscape*
Launched 12/94
~25MM

Mobile Internet
NTT docomo i-mode
Launched 6/99
~11MM

Desktop Internet
AOL*
v 2.0 Launched 9/94
~7MM

Quarters Since Launch
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Note: *AOL subscribers data not available before Q3/94; Netscape users limited to US only.
Source: Company Reports, Morgan Stanley Research.
Mobile devices

- Experiment: free iPhone application
- Nature Magazine to start; roll out to others in 2010; more features to come
- Users must register to access content
- Desktop: find, read paper there, save PDF / citation
- Mobile: find, skim, save citations of interesting papers / references for desktop
- Thinking about business models and access control models
1. Users request EPUB
2. EPUB packaging web service requests manifest and content
3. Mark Logic returns: manifest for EPUB article in XHTML, stylesheets
4. Service fetches images listed in manifest
   - article XML already ingested
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- flat XML files
- images
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An epistatic ratchet constrains the direction of glucocorticoid receptor evolution

Jamie T. Bridgman et al.

The extent to which evolution is reversible has long fascinated biologists. Most previous work on the reversibility of morphological and life-history evolution has been inductive, because of uncertainty and bias in the methods used to infer ancestral states for such characters. Further, despite theoretical work on the factors that could contribute to irreversibility, there is little empirical evidence on its causes, because sufficient understanding of the mechanisms is lacking. Here, we describe two apparent cases of irreversible evolution in the transcriptomes of the nematode C. elegans and the mammalian species M. musculus and rhesus macaque. We use these cases to suggest that selection on epistatic ratchets, which are sets of pairwise interactions that ensure that once fitness is gained, it is lost only with a substantial probability, may be an important driver of evolutionary change.
Blogs may link to the journal (nature.com/x), DOI (dx.doi.org/x), PubMed (ncbi... etc.)

- CrossRef has a great blogging plugin
- Aggregation technology disambiguates references to infer links to online papers
Igor

- Is a proof of concept gadget written in-house at NPG
- Igor is a “robot” for Google Wave - a mix of richly formatted document and real-time conversation. (APIs)
- It allows users to pull in references from PubMed & personal libraries on Connotea or CiteULike simply by typing in keywords as they write an article.
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